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µ, LED rear light
Dynamo version: µ, type 332ALK
E-bike version: µ E, type 332ALDC
This instruction manual is text-only. Please note the overleaf illustrations.
Please note: The e-bike version of this rear light is only approved for use with vehicles that need not carry licence plates.
Mounting:
The mounting height must be chosen in accordance with applicable regulations, in Germany between 25 and 120 cm. In addition to
that, light fixtures may never be covered.
µ contains two mounting brackets.
A – Bracket for mudguard mounting:
The mudguard must be furnished with two appropriate mounting holes (axially on top of each other, hole diameter 5 mm, hole
distance 20 mm). Through the upper hole, fix the mudguard mount (A) with the included M4 screw, safety nut and washer. The
lower hole must hold the anti-turn pin of the mounting bracket.
Please note: In order to align the rear light parallelly to the road, it must be installed neither too high nor too low on the mudguard.
Before fitting the mudguard with mounting holes, please ensure that parallel alignment is possible in the chosen mounting position.
B – Bracket for seat post/strut mounting:
Pre-fix bracket (B) with the included adhesive tape to the desired position on the seat post or strut. Use the included wire strap to
fix the bracket completely. Please note that a light beam angle of 320° must be reached. When mounting the rear light to the lateral
strut, the bicycle covers this angle to one side, so that a second rear light must be installed on the opposite side.
The rear light is held by a plastic ring. Screw the bottom grommet of the ring into one of the aforementioned mounts, using the
included special wrench. The rear light may also be mounted in a hanging position, To do this, turn the ring 180°. The writing on the
back of the rear light may never be upside down. Adjust the rear light so it points exactly backwards and the red glass stands at a
right angle to the road. Fix the rear light in this position using the screw and washer.
The rear light may only be mounted using the included brackets and only to the aforementioned positions on the bicycle, for
which the respective bracket is intended. The rear light must be mounted so it can never end up between the spokes or loosen
itself. Prior to each ride, the secure and tight fit of the rear light on its bracket and of the bracket to the bicycle must be checked
and ensured. Only under these conditions, the rear light can be considered to be properly mounted. We are not liable for any
damages that are caused by improper mounting and/or use.
Connection:
Connect by using the wire protruding from the rear light. The wire may be shortened, but never cut off entirely.
When using the rear light with a hub dynamo, it must be connected to the rear light contacts on the headlight. When using a bottle
dynamo, directly connect the rear light to the dynamo.
Please note: Always observe the correct polarity!
Dynamo version:
Black wire: Current (+)
Black/white wire: Mass (–)
Only suitable for 6 V AC voltage
E-bike version:
Black wire: Mass (–)
Black/white wire: Current (+)
Only suitable for 5-15 V DC voltage
Function:
The rear light has no ON/OFF switch. When connected to the dynamo directly it always shines as soon as the bicycle move. Also, the
e-bike version always shines, even when standing still, when the vehicle’s control panel does not offer a specific ON/OFF option for
the light system.
Standlight (dynamo version only):
The standlight function is always operational, completely maintenance-free and works without batteries. During riding, a small
portion of the energy provided by the dynamo is stored in a capacitor. After approximately three minutes of cycling, the capacitor is
fully charged. When standing still, this energy is used to continually power the LED. The rear light continues shining for a while.
Further information:
If the bicycle is transported or cleaned upside down, the rear light must be sealed (e.g. with a plastic bag) to prevent moisture from
entering through the bottom apertures.

